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Yulio - Security
 
Privacy Policy
 
Trust is a core principle of Yulio. It’s this commitment to customer privacy and inspiring 
trust that directs the decisions we make on a daily basis. Trust is the responsibility of each 
and every employee and one we take seriously.
 
https://www.yulio.com/privacy-policy/
 
Data Center Security
 
Yulio's physical infrastructure is hosted and managed within Amazon’s secure data centers 
and utilize the Amazon Web Service (AWS) technology. Amazon continually manages risk 
and undergoes recurring assessments to ensure compliance with industry standards. 
Amazon’s data center operations have been accredited under:
 
 ISO 27001
 SOC 1 and SOC 2/SSAE 16/ISAE 3402 (Previously SAS 70 Type II)
 PCI Level 1
 FISMA Moderate
 Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)
 
Credit Card Proccessing
 
PCI
 
Yulio uses PCI compliant payment processor Stripe for encrypting and processing credit 
card payments. Stripe has been audited by a PCI-certified auditor and is certified to PCI 
Service Provider Level 1.
 
Credit Card Security
 
Yulio does not store credit card information: all credit card information is stored with our 
payment processor. The payment processor returns non-sensitive card information in the 
response to a charge request. This includes the card type, the last four digits of the card, 
and the expiration date. This information is not subject to PCI compliance, and we are 
permitted to store this information in our database to assist the customer in identify the 
card used to pay for Yulio's service, and to help us remind the customer when the card 
expiry is pending.

 
Data Security
 
Yulio uses Amazon's S3 storage, which is designed to provide 99.999999999% durability of 
objects over a given year. S3 redundantly stores objects on multiple devices across 
multiple facilities in an Amazon S3 Region. The service is designed to sustain concurrent 
device failures by quickly detecting and repairing any lost redundancy. When processing a 
request to store data, the service will redundantly store your object across multiple 
facilities. Amazon S3 also regularly verifies the integrity of the data using checksums.
 
Yulio's databases are automatically backed up on secure, access controlled, and redundant 
storage. Our provider allows for recovering databases to within seconds of the last known 
state, restoring system instances from standard templates, and deploying applications and 
data. In addition to standard backup practices, our infrastructure is designed to scale and 
be fault tolerant by automatically replacing failed instances and reducing the likelihood of 
needing to restore from backup.
 
Secure Communications
 
Yulio forces HTTPS for all services using TLS (SSL), including our public website, ensuring 
all communication and data transfers are encrypted.
 
Disaster Recovery
 
Yulio's platform is designed for stability, scaling, and inherently mitigates common issues 
that lead to outages while maintaining recovery capabilities.  Our platform maintains 
redundancy to prevent single points of failure, is able to replace failed components, and 
utilizes multiple data centers designed for resiliency. In the case of an outage, the platform 
is deployed across multiple data centers using current system images and data is restored 
from backups.
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